Splendid affair goes off very smoothly. Orchestra furnishes music.

On Friday night, the Junior Prom took place at the Hotel Somer on Court. It was one of the best of its class, and the last big affair of Junior Week, successful beyond the dreams of Miss Morgan in charge of the arrangements. At eight o'clock the assembly began. The orchestra lined the street for over two and a half hours. The beautiful ball room of the Hotel was a picture of youth and laughter. The waitress's uniform, adapted to the French colors, the color of the ladies' costume stood out charmingly from the black of the conventional dress suit. The delight of the orchestra itself was in keeping with the pretty scene. A dinner was served after twelve o'clock.

The matrons beamed upon the jolly throng from one end of the hall. They were Mrs. R. C. Maclarin, Mrs. R. E. P. Pass, Mrs. George Woodworth, and Mrs. W. W. P. Pass.

The patroonesses were Mrs. A. E. Burton, Mrs. E. D. Hinman, Mrs. D. C. Jackson, Mrs. H. P. Talbot, Mrs. G. Gardner, Mrs. D. Despres, Mrs. D. R. Dewey, and Mrs. C. M. Spooner.

The members of the Prom Committee were Moses, Montgomery, Balchow, Fox, Kemp, Shepard, Tr., and Wallis. Promotion among the young ladies present was Miss Palmer, Miss of Oakland, Miss 

The show on the whole was very successful, and has set a standard that it will be very difficult for the future shows to live up to. The acting was so uniformly good that it is remembered that "Frenzied French" here, not only the Show, but the plot visible and the action logical to an extent unusual in musical comedy. The show was the whole was very much of a success, and it was more the more remarkable. The plot was a single man in ten years.

The Harvard "Crimson" makes the appeal that the university should make more of an effort to attract high school students as opposed to those from preparatory schools. The "Crimson" is the most gratifying thing about it, how- ever, is the fact that it is wholly free from coarse language and it is remembered that "Frenzied French" is the promotion of men who have only a little time to devote to such men - men whose energies are taxed to an ad- ministered high degree by work of unques- tioned severity, the way in which it succ- eeds in being amusing and avoids being silly or cheap is all the more remarkable.

The acting was so uniformly good that it would be inviting to single out any one man for special appreciation. Everybody on the stage was way above the average, to a degree, something very unusual in such a performance. Mr. Hodgins made an admirable hero; Mr. K. showed remarkable versatility as a mu- ral of linguistic peculiarities, and exhi- bited considerable artistic skill; Mr. K. showed remarkable versatility as a mu- ral of linguistic peculiarities, and exhi- bited considerable artistic skill; Mr. K. showed remarkable versatility as a mu- ral of linguistic peculiarities, and exhi- bited considerable artistic skill; Mr. K. showed remarkable versatility as a mu- ral of linguistic peculiarities, and exhi- bited considerable artistic skill; Mr. K. showed remarkable versatility as a mu- ral of linguistic peculiarities, and exhi-